
More Practice
Building Lists Recursively



Rules of Recursive Functions

1. Test for a base case (empty list)

2. Always change at least one argument when recurring (rest of list)

3. To build a list, process the first value, and then cons it onto the result 
of repeating the same process recursively on the rest of the list



Giving Instructions to a Bouncer
• "To build a list, process the first value, and then cons it onto the result 

of repeating the same process recursively on the rest of the list."
• This is dense. Let's consider an analogy.

• Pretend you're the owner of the hottest club in Chapel Hill

• What are the (recursive) instructions would you give to the bouncer?



Bouncer Algorithm

If the entrance line is empty, then your job is done.

Otherwise,

If the person at the front of the line is 21 or over, then cons them to the 
bar line followed by repeating this same process on the rest of the line.

Else, ignore them and their pleas of desperation. Repeat this process on 
the rest of the line.



Hands-on - Bouncer

• Open 01-bouncer-app.ts

• Your goal: Add the nested if-then-else case to bounce ages under 21.

1. If age is under 21, return the result of calling the bouncer function recursively 
on the rest of the list.

2. Otherwise, return the result of consing the current age onto the result of 
calling the bouncer function recursively on the rest of the list.

• Check-in on PollEv.com/compunc when your agesInBar line only has values >= 21



let bouncer = (list: Node<number>): Node<number> => {
if (list === null) {

return null;
} else {

let age = first(list); 
if (age < 21) {

return bouncer(rest(list));
} else {

return cons(age, bouncer(rest(list)));
}

}
};

• Notice the difference between these two branches.

• When the first age is under 21, the result is only the bouncer function applied to the rest of 
the line.

• When the first person is 21 or over, the result is consing the current person onto the front of a 
new List, followed by the bouncer function applied to the rest of the line.



Rules of Recursive Functions

1. Test for a base case
• When recurring on a list: when the list is empty.
• When recurring on a number: when it is out of some bounds.

2. Always change at least one argument when recurring
• When recurring on a list: use the rest of the list.
• When recurring on a number: use arithmetic to bring you closer to base case.

3. To build a list, process the first value, and then cons it onto the result 
of repeating the same process recursively on the rest of the list
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Hands-on - range (1/2)
• The purpose of the range function is to return a list of nodes starting from the 

from parameter incrementing by 1 until the to number.

• For example:
• range(2, 5) returns 2 -> 3 -> 4 -> 5 -> null

• What is the base case?

• What is the simplest case you can imagine after the base case?

• What is the first element you're consing onto the natural recursion at each step?

• Respond on Gradescope!



Hands-on - range (2/2)

• Extend the range function so it produces a range from a larger 
number to a smaller number, as well.

• Example range(5, 3) should return 5 -> 4 -> 3 -> null

• Respond on Gradescope!
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